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Note: Q.1 is compulso . Attempt one question from each unit.

Explain the effect of scatteri g phenomenon in mobile radio environment. (3)

Calculate the Brewster angl for a wave impinging on ground having a permittivity

of Ii r ::: 4 . (4)

c} Explain subtracting scheme 'th respect to handoff in Mobile Communication. (3)

d) Distinguish between Drappe calls and terminated calls, (3)

e} Explain the linearity propert of block codes. (3)

(1) Obtain the relation for syste capacity in cellular systems using CDMA. (3)

(g) Write short note on Gaussi Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK). (3)

(h) Specify the technical param ters of D-AMPS mobile communication system, (3)

UNIT-I

Q2 (a) Obtain the relation for si nal to interference ratio of a 7-cell cluster in cellular

architecture. (Assume the s ape of cell is hexagon). (7.5)

(b) Explain the advantages an disadvantages of the two-ray ground reflection model in

the analysis of path loss. (5)

Q3 (a) Explain the following m thods to improve coverage and capacity in cellular

systems:- (8.5)

(i) Cell splitting (ii) Cell ectoring

(b) Explain the following out oor propagation models used for radio transmission in

Mobile Communication Sy tem:- (4)

(i) oKUMURA Model (ii) HATAModel

UNIT-II

Q4 (a) Discuss about the featur s of antenna structures used for cell coverage in cellular

architecture based syste s. (6)

(b) Explain various non-fixed channel assignment schemes to ma .••.lage the call flow in a

typical Mobile Communic tion environment. (6.5)

Q5 (a) Explain the following han -off schemes:- (6)

(i) Mobile Controlled H doff

(ii) Network Controlled H ndoff

(iii) Mobile Assisted Han off

(b) What is Fraunhofer dist nee? How it influences to find the coverage area of long

distance propagation? (6.5)

UNIT-III

Q6 (a) What is Hamming dist ce and Hamming weight? Explain from first principles how

a (15, 11) Hamming cod can be used to detect and correct single random error. (8.5)

(b) Write a short note on co catenated Turbo Codes. (4)

Q7 (a) Explain how Orthogm ity and Autocorrelation properties are helpful in designing

the spreading sequence without interference in CDMA systems. (7.5)

(b) Write a short note on onvolutional codes and explain how these codes differ from

block codes. (5)

UNIT-IV

Q (a) Explain the mobility m nagement in GSM (Global System for Mobile) network. What

are the logical channel used for handling mobility? (7.5)

(b) Write a short note on OCODERS. (5)

Q (a) What is IS95CDMA N twork? How it is different from its competing TDMA based

GSM technology? (8)

(b) What is soft handoff? xplain the handoff performance in CDMA systems. (4.5)
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